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In o~JselAving a Poisson Process for the purpose of estimating the process para-

meter 'A, tHo sampling schemes of interest are 1) Poisson sampling in uhich vle ob·· 

serve the mun~Jer of events occu.L·ring in a predetermined period of time t, and 2) 

Gamma sam:9ling in which we o1Jserve the time required for a fixed number k of events 

to occur. This paper studies conditions under uhich each of the schemes is to .,)e 

preferred. 

He assume that prior information can i)e adequately represented by a mem:Jer of 

the natural conjugate family and that the terminal loss associated with estimating 

t.. ~'Y t is proportional to t..a(£-t..)2 • He also postulate sampling costs to ~Je associ-

ated Hith each unit of time elapsed and each event o1Jserved. 

Fe first determine for each of the tv10 schemes the optimal (i.e., minimizes 

total :=;ayes risk) design parameter (t or k) and then compare optimal Poisson sampl-

ing Hith optimal Gamma sampling to charactelAize the set of sampling costs, loss 

functions and prior parameters for v7hich Poisson ( Gam.>na) sampling is preferred. 

In a recent paper, G. 1':1. :;!::l··Sayyac". (J.R.s.s. Ser. 13, 34_, 1972) has independently -·- - -- ,...,., 

obtained the same results as o1)tained here. He nevertheless chose to prepare this 

manuscript for several reasons. 1-!e feel that although the results are identical, the 

design optimality criterion used here is better motivated than that of ~1-Sayyad and 

represents a special case of a criterion Hhich can be applied in the most general 
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(Bayesian decision - theoretic) problems of optimal design. Secondly, the tech-

nique of proof used here differs from El-Sayyad 's and is more liltely to be useful 

in other applications in that, as notea· in this manuscript, 31-Sayyad 's p1~oof) 

although more elegant than ours, turns on a point peculiar to this prohlem 

' 
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In o'Jserving a Poisson Process fo1· the purpose of estimating the p.i·ocess para

meter A., tvm sampling schemes of interest are 1) Poisson sampling in \·lhich we o'J·· 

serve the number of events occurring in a predetermined period of time t, and 2) 

Gamma sampling in \·lhich v1e o1Jserve the time required for a fixed num~Jer lc of events 

to occur. This paper studies conditions under which each of the schemes is to be 

preferred. 

He assume that prior information can ·be adequatzly represented by a member of 

the natural conjugate family and that the terminal loss associated with estimating 

A. ~JY J. is proportional to A.a(t-A.)2 • He also postulate sampling costs to be associated 

with each unit of time elapsed and each event observed. 

He first detennine for each of the tv1o schemes the optimal (i.e. minimizes 

total Bayes risk) design parameter (t or k) and then compare optimal Poisson sampl

ing \'Tith optimal Gannna sampling to cha.J..~acterize the set of sampling costs, loss 

functions and prior parameters for which Poisson (Cnumna) sampling is preferred. 

In a recent paper G. M. ~1-Sayyad [1972] has independently obtained the same 

results as obtained here. "Ide nevertheless chose to prepare this manuscript for 

several reasons. \!e feel that although the results are identical, the design 

optimality cdterion used here is better motivated than that of :81-Sayyad and 
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represents a special case of a crite.i"ion ul:tl.-ch can b<: applied in the most general 

(Bayesian decision - theoretic) pl~o~Jlems of 6-ptimal design. Secondly, the technique 

of proof used here differs from El··Sayyad 's and is more likely to 0e useful in other 

applications in thatj as noted in this manuscript, El··Sayyad 's proof, although more 

elegant than ours, turns on a point peculiar to this problem. 

1. INTRODUCTIOl'T --.-·-·-----

Suppose that events are occur.dng according to a Poisson process at an unkno~m 

rate ~> and that the purpose of observing the process ·i's the estimation of ~. 

Either of the following tv10 fixed (non··sequential) sampling schemes can be used. 

Specify a time t and o~Jserve K,, the number of events in ·c 

time t. The distribution of l(t is Poisson with probability function 

G_(_l:c); ___ ~~- s~J?li~.. Specify a mun'Je:;.· of events k and oiJserve Tk, the time until 

th 
the 1;:: occur:cence. The distribution of Tk is Gamma 'rith proba~Jility density 

t > 0 . 

The o~Jject of this study is to compare the sampling schemes P( t) and G(k) for the 

purpose of esta'ilishing in advance of sampling which of the schemes is more appropri-

ate. The app.i·oach taken l'Till depend on the distribution used to represent the prior 

knouledge of the investigator, the structure of the loss incurl~ed in the estimation 

of ~ and on the costs of sampling. 

' 
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2. THE ESTU-1/'.TION OF A. 
~ ~ .. - -- . •·---A "• ·-· .... ••·--· 

Unde.i..· either Poisson or Ga.mnw. sa.1np~ing, the likelihood is proportional to 

x1'e -A.t, and (t,k) is a sufficient statistic. For Poisson sampling t is specified 

and 1;: is the realization of Kt; fo.i..· Gamma sampling k is specifiect and t is the 

.i..~ealization of Tk. The maximum likelihood estimator A. = k/ t is of course the same 

for either P(t) or G(k). 

He no\<7 assume that the loss which results when \ve estimate A. ~JY J, is of the 

form 

(1) 

~·rhere ~ is a specified constant. Furthermore, ~re assume that A. is the realization 

of a random varialJle . .A having pro1Jability c'tensity 

A. > 0, 

that is /-._ is distri1mted as Gamma ( t , k ) . This famil,)r of distributions is conjuo 0 

gate (closed u.."lder com!)ination t·!ith the likelihood) for either of the sampling 

schemes P( t) or G(k). rr'he resulting posterior density for l. is 

f(A. h,k) 
k + k ( k ·: k) -1 - ( t + t )'A 

= (to + t) o . X o ~ o /r(ko + k) A. > o, 

that is, the conditional distribution of /._given Xt = k or given T = t is Gamma 
1;: 

(t + t, 1: + k). 
0 0 

For the loss function (1), the Dayes estimator for A. is given ~Y 
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'"here ~xpectation is taken uith respect to the posterior distribution of L given 

either K = k or T · = t. The estimator "A.* is defined for each (t.k) 1.·f and only if . t . k , 

t 0 > o,,ancL(a + lt0 ) > o, in l·7hich case 

* A = (a + k)/(t + t) . 
0 

~~-
That A is increasing in the loss parameter ~ is appropriate inasmuch as mis-

estimation of large values of A is costlier for large values of ~· 

* The posterior risk associated uith the ::Jayes estimator "A. is 

R(t,k) 
r(a + h + k + 1) 

* I o _ J:[L("A. ,A) t,k] = --~-----+ 2 
r(k + k)(t + t)a 

0 0 

Su:9pose nou that there are specified costs of sampling; c1 per unit time and c2 

l)er event. The cost of data having sufficient statistic_(t,k) is then 

The Bayes risk is found oy taking the expected value of R(t,k) ~lith respect 

to the appropriate marginal distribution. For the sampling scheme P(t), the ma~-

ginal distribution of Kt is the negative binomial distribution \'lith probability 

function 

' 
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1~ = 0' 1, •.• 

and the corresponding Dayes l"isk is · 

+ t) 

For the sampling scheme G(k), the marginal distribution of Tk is the inverted beta 

distri1mtion with pro1Ja~Jility density 

k 
r(k + k) t o tk-1 

·. 0 0 

f tk.Jr ( k )" ------;k;----:-+ -.It ' 
0 (t + t) 0 

0 

t ~ 0 

and the corresponding Dayes risk is 

r(a+lc +2) 
rG(k) = o 

r(k )ta + 2 (a + k + k + 1) 
0 0 0 

In a similar <r1ay, the e.A"Pected cost of sampling is found by taking the expected 

value of C(t,k) t'lith respect to the appropriate marginal distri~mtion. Fo.;_· the sampl-
. . . -; :__· ~-- .'""', ... . 

ing scheme P(t), the expected cost of sampling is 
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while for the sampling sche.'lle G(k), the expected cost is 

provided k0 > 1. Under Poisson sampling,the sampling costs (c1,c2 )and(cp,O)produce the 

same expected cost of sampling, \·Thile under Gamma sampling(O,cG) and (c1,c2 ) are 

equivalent sampling costs. Note for future reference that cPto = cG(k0 - 1) + c2, 

so that 

(k - l) cp k 
0 

~ ~ 
0 ---------- t-t CG 0 0 

(2) 

t·Ti th equality on the left llhen c2 = 0 and equality on the right uhen c1 = 0 • 

\!e now explore how the Bayes risks and the costs of sampling can ~Je used to 

determine \·lhich of the tno sampling schemes should be employed. 

3· COi'·1P.ARISON OF T:f-.:E Si'J.YJPLDTG SCIIZMT'.:.S 

vlhen the sampling costs c1 ancl c2 are viewed as costs per unit loss, the Bayes 

risk and the expected cost of sam~ling can be added to give the total Dayes risk, 

and this can then !Je used as a measure o{. the total liability incurred in estirnat-

ing A.. For the sampling scheme P(t) the total Dayes risk is bp(t) = rp(t) + cpt, 

while for the sampling scheme G(k) the total Bayes risk is 1JG(k) = l~G(k) + cGk • 

For each of the tl-10 schemes the optimal design parametel~ can be found by 

minimizing the total Bayes risk. This is a 1·outine exercise in calculus. For 

* Poisson sampling the optimal t is the value of t "~<lhich minimizes bp(t ), namely, 

~.. r j t" = max . o, r(a ,_ ·:·k 
0 

+ 1 )/r (k )cpta + 1 - t l 
o o o_ 
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and the total Da.yes risl.: associated with t * is 

if t* > 0 

r(a + k + 1)/r(k )ta + 2 
0 0 0 

* if t; = 0 

* For Gamma sampling the optimal k is the value of k which min~izes ~)G(k), namely 

* ro L < k 2)/ (k ) ta + 2 ( k + 1)l k = max i- ,,,r a + ·o + r 0 CG 0 - a + 0 .,..! 

* and the total :.Jayes risk associated vTith k is 

r(a + k + 1)/r(k )ta + 2 
0 0 0 

if 1/ = 0 

~~ 

In this case, of course, the value of l<;: · need not ~)e an integer, in vihich case one 

v1ould use the integer value adjacent to k* 1:hich gives the smaller total Dayes risk. 

It is clear from the above that there are situations in uhich non-sampling is optimal. 

This arises for certain configurations of the parameters (t ,k ) and a specified by 
0 0 .. 

the e.h'1?erimenter, and of the costs ( c1, c2 ) of sampling. For instance, the para-

meters (t0 ,k0 ) may correspond to strong :prior information 1·1hile the costs (c1,c2 ) 

of sampling are high. 

The total !'..ayes risk for the optimal sampling design of each scheme can nmv be 

used as the i)asis for selecting the better of the t\·lo sampling schemes. This selec-

tion can be made prior to any sampling. Specifically, vle Hould perform Poisson 
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* * * sampling Hith t = t if :)P(t ) < bG(k ), and would perform Gamma sampling with 

~ ~ ~ 

k = k. (or the appropriate nearest integer) if :)p(t .. ) > hG(k"). Let us now examine 

the way that this selection criterion depends on the parameters a and (t '1: ) and 
- 0 0 

Consider the function 

2t .lti u - t u if u< u 
0 ''J 0 0 0 

h(u) = 
u t if 

0 0 
u~ u 

0 

\·lhere u = r(a + k + 1)/r(k )ta + 3 . 
0 0 0 0 

that for uG = cG(a + k0 + l)/t0 , h(uG) = hG(k~:·). Hhen either ~or uG exceeds u0 

the optimal sampling design of the corresponding scheme is·. no sampling. Moreover, 

t ,ju /u - t 
0 '. 0 0 

h' (u) = 
0 

if u < u 
0 

if u ~ u 
0 

so that h(u) is strictly monotone in u for u < u 
0 

Thus provided that at least one 

of llp and uG is less than u0 , He have 

Now 

< 
if and only if llp ( =) uG · 

> 

t 
0 

(a+h: + 1) 
0 

(3) 

(4) 

\ 
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It then fol1ous from (2) that 

and 

, lu,.. ~ (lt - 1)/ (a + k + 1) > 1 \'Then a < - 2 
"'p' u 0 0 

Thus regardless of the costs of sampling and the param~ters of the prior, Poisson 

'sampling is preferred when e. > ··1 and Gamma sampling is preferred when a < -2. ;;y 

substituting a = -1 and a = -2 into (4) and then appealing to (3) it can be seen that 

Poisson sampling is preferred for a = -1 and ~ sampling for a = -2. Only when 

a E ( -2, -1) is the selection of the ')etter sampling scheme dependent on ( t , k ) and 
0 0 

(c1,c2 ). ·In this event it follm-1s from (3) and.(4) that 

-. * t<_\ - * (>\ :)P ( t ) \-J ,) G (k ) if and only if a = . A 
.> c' where 

In El-Sayyad [1972], the above result is established using a different techni

que. In his equation ( 18), El-Sayyad puts the parameters of the t\'IO schemes into 

correspondence through the equation 

(5) 

Hhen a< A \'le can improve on the sampling scheme P(t) by using the Gamma scheme 

G(k) where !t is related to t through (5). Similarly, "~<then a > A ue can im:proy~ 'o~ 

the sampling scheme G(k) by using the R:>isson scheme P( t) where t is related to k 

through (5). It is then clear that the criterion for selecting the better scheme 
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depends on (t0 ,k0 ) and (c1,c2 ) only through A and its relation to the loss parameter 

a. 

El-Sayyad fails to provide any motivation for using the correspondence (5), and 

it appears that he has used this strictly as a technique of proof. It is interest

ing to note, however, that when t and k are related through (5), the sampling schemes 

P(t) and G(k) have the same Bayes risk, namely rp(t) = rG(k). l.foreover, the ratio of 
' . 

the expected costs of sampling depends on (t,k) only through (t/k), the ratio l'lhich 

is set fixed by (5). Thus the comparison of the expected costs of sampling schemes 

having the same Jayes rislt depends only on the specified parameters a, (t ,k ) and 
- 0 0 

( c1, c2 ). For any two sampling schemes having the same Bayes risk, it is clear that 

the scheme having the smaller expected cost of sampling v1ould be preferred. In the 

present context this criterion leads to the same conclusion as the criterion.of 

selecting the scheme with the smaller total :;3ayas risk. 

It should Je emphasized that the situation discussed in the preceding paragraph 

is specific to this problem and is not.~ikely to arise in other contexts. Specific-

ally, the comparison of expected swmpling costs of schemes having the same Bayes 

risk v1ill, in general still depend on the value of t or k as well as on the specified 

par~eters. Th~t this has not happened in the present context is strictly a coincid

ence. More importantly,the criterion of equating Bayes risks and comparing expected 

sampling costs is not a sensible approach in that in most instances neither of the 

schemes being compared is the optimal one. 

El-S~yyad, G. M. [1972]. A comparison of methods of sampling from a Poisson 
process. J. Royal §tatist. Soc. Se£· 13, 34, 427-430• -,...,... 


